Hall & Partners wins big for ‘The Hub’ at The Next Generation
Market Research Awards
London, UK 17 November 2015 – Hall & Partners today announced that its integrated data
platform, The Hub, has won the NGMR Innovative Research Deployment Award for 2015.
In addition, The Hub’s founder, Oliver Hayward, was named a finalist in the NGMR Individual
Achievement Award—recognised for demonstrating outstanding leadership as a change agent.
The Hub is a pioneering data integration and publishing platform, which enables Insights
professionals to become brand journalists, turning data and insights into memorable and
actionable, bite-sized stories. The Hub helps clients make the most of all their data, with the
ability for decision-makers to dig into multiple data sets directly from the stories, using
intuitive, dynamic visualisations, all on their tablets.
Hall & Partners Partner and Hub founder, Oliver Hayward said, “ We’ve been on a four-year
journey of adaption and growth with The Hub. From its inception, it has been a collaborative
process with an incredible team, and I am so proud to see it get this recognition. We know that
this is just the beginning of what we can do with the platform, and are looking forward to
continued innovation in 2016.”
Hall & Partners Global CEO, Vanella Jackson said, “The Hub was born out of a recognition of
client needs and a clear gap in the market. Oliver and his team have worked relentlessly to
ensure that The Hub has and will remain pioneering, engaging and one of a kind; this
recognition is truly deserved.”
About Hall & Partners
Hall & Partners (www.hallandpartners.com) is the leading global research boutique, specializing
in helping clients build strong brand relationships. Their innovative Engager® framework
provides a new way to measure how people engage with brands and has helped revolutionize
the way the advertising industry thinks about brand engagement. Hall & Partners carry out
research in over 70 countries, and have offices in Boston, Chicago, London, Los Angeles,
Melbourne, New York, Salt Lake City, Seattle, Singapore and Sydney. Hall & Partners is a part of
the DAS Group of Companies.
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About the DAS Group of Companies
The DAS Group of Companies, a division of Omnicom Group Inc. (NYSE: OMC)
(www.omnicomgroup.com), is a global group of marketing services companies. DAS includes
over 200 companies in the following marketing disciplines: specialty, PR, healthcare, CRM,
events, promotional marketing, branding and research. Operating through a combination of
networks and regional organizations, DAS serves international, regional, national and local
clients through more than 700 offices in 71 countries.
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